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Who are England's Economic Heartland ?



Role of the 
business case
A business case should set out the necessary 
information to enable the appropriate decision-
makers to make an informed decision. For this, 
the business case should set out the reasons for 
changing the current situation and the 
implications of doing so.

Given the decision to implement a mobility hub, 
or network of them, will impact a range of 
people and most likely require public funding 
support, the business case needs to demonstrate 
that the proposed intervention:

• is consistent with relevant strategies and 
policies

• will be effective and efficient

• will achieve ‘Value for Money’ 

• is viable, affordable and deliverable

• has been developed through a proper process

• meets local context and stakeholder needs

Business case stages

Reflecting the lifecycle of a project, and enabling good 
governance through timely gateway points, there are three 
stages set out in the HM Treasury’s Project Business Case 
Guidance10, as illustrated in the diagram below.

• Strategic Outline Case (SOC)

• Outline Business Case (OBC)

• Full Business Case (FBC)

The SOC establishes the potential scope of the transport 
proposal, including the need for intervention, how the 
investment will further the organisation’s priorities and 
government ambitions, determines the objectives, and sets 
out the ‘preferred way forward’.

The OBC checks and builds on the conclusions made at SOC 
stage. Detailed economic and financial appraisals will be 
undertaken, and a preferred option selected, including the 
proposed approach for delivery.

The FBC confirms the conclusions made in the OBC based 
on the procurement process.

Business case dimensions

The ‘5-Case Model’ as presented by HM Treasury 
comprises five dimensions, each addressed in their 
respective cases. They are:

• Strategic case

• Economic case

• Commercial case

• Financial case

• Management case

This document focuses on the approaches to be taken for 
the strategic, economic, and financial cases, as CoMoUK 
guidance should be used to inform the commercial and 
management cases. 
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https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/749086/Project_Business_Case_2018.pdf


Carbon – why a rapid transition matters



A complex system -

Image: RTPI/LDA/City Science 



Top-down carbon baseline



QCR - STB tools



On-line tool 

Pick an intervention – categorised by Avoid, Shift, Improve



On-line tool 

Combine interventions into package – re-order interventions and quantify impacts



CHAMPIONING INCREASED INVESTMENT 
IN CONNECTIVITY 


